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THE OLD YEHR'S GIFT
1/Ul.E BELLE C.H.RROLL

wondrous year, 0, all too swift,
Is l\asteniI\g away,
Btit ere it goes, a parting gift
It brings us C4ristmas Day:
H year, near speI\t, II\ blessiI\gs ricl:)_,
Its duty I\Obly done,
Its cl:)_oicest favor last bestows,
Its crown already won .
Hnd we, receivers of tti.is boon,
0, l\Ow sl:).all we repay
Tl\e debt we owe tti.e grand old year,
In a most fitting way?
Is tl\ere no present we caI\ ghle?
No language to proclaim
Tl:)_e joy in every beatiI\g l\eart
.Ht Crtristmas' -very name?
O 4appy tl:).otigl:).t Wllicrt comes to us,
Hppreciation's test,
We'll emulate the passing year
Otir last s4all be otlr best.
May Cl:)_ristII\aS joy iI\spire tis all,
Hnd Cl:).ristmas trtotigl\ts remain,
Hna as we pay the old year bacl"
Otirs too sl\all be tl:)_e gain

No. 3

CHAPE.L ADDRE.SSES BY PRE.SIDENT JONE.S
Per.sonal Influence in School Work.

P

ERSONAL influence is the most subtle
and powerful influence in the universe.
Each of us is like an electric battery, charged
with power to be given out to all who touch
us in social contact; each of us is also wind
ing his war in and out among persons who nre
charging ns with their peculiar influence at
every contact of mind or heart with us.
Much of this influence is given and receh·ed
without purpose and often unconsciously on
the part of both ; but some of it, perhaps most
that is best, is given purposely hy persons who
are trying to influence for good those who
have voluntarily placed themselves under their
instmction.
This is especially true of the school. 'fhc
school as an institution places a strong, capable,
scholarly man or woman in the position of
guide and inspirer of the pupils of the school.
The school with all its forl:es is the means that
the teacher uses to make his per:,onal power,
i. e. his intelligence. his feelings, his will
power, his determination, and all the capaci
ties and qualities that make up a great charac
ter-reach and become a part of the life and
character of his pupils. 'l'he recitation is his
greatest opportunity ; for in the recitation he
not only bas the opportunity of influencing
each student by contact of his own mind with
each pupil's mind, but the other members of
the class constitute an audience, and help on
the good work by bringing to bear a kind of
organic multiple of perso1 al influence which
helps each student to rece•ve more of the good
things than be could do if he were alone with
his teacher. Each student is stimulated by
the presence of his class mates, till he can
think thoughts and feel fe, lings of which he ic;
not capable when alone. The best teachers
build up this influence from the moment the
recitation opens, till a genuine interest is
developed, a pleasing companionship or com-

ra<leship in thinking and feeling, in resolving,
in hoping aad in determining, in all ennobling
feelings, is felt by all the members of the class.
At the close of a recitation like this you realize
that you know more than when you came into
the recitation, yon have a higher respect for
learning, for truth, for all good things-you
have a kindlier feeling toward fellow pupils-a
feeling of greater respect for your teacher.
You have in every way taken a long stride
forward and upward toward higher and more
useful living. It is such an effect as this that
the recitation is intended to produce in you.
Every recitation which does not produce
something of this effect is thereby so much of
a failure. For full success such as I have
pictured it is necessary first of all to have an
ideally good teacher-such as this institution
hope!, to make of you. This teacher must
not lose a minute of this valuable recitation
time. He must begin at once to set the
machinery in motion. He must ask some one
a suggestive question in such way that the
attention of each member of the class is arrest
ed and held ; he must have the answer given
in such way that it compels mental assent or
dissent from each one in the class. Every one
must be held for mental recitation if not recit
ing orally-till the reciprocal feeling has been
developed. Then another question must come,
or some statement or some illustration, till
every one has had his intelligence increased, his
view broadened , or bis emotions tempered.
If the teacher lets any member of his class
slip out from under this class feeling, he is in
so far failing in his teaching. If be says some
unfortunate thing, asks a poor question ,
exhibits a bad feeling, evinces lack o f interest,
allows an uncharitable expression to escape
his lips, if he fails to say or ask the right
thing at the right time, or allows some unlovely
action to interfere with what the students are
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trying to do-if in any of these ways he breaks
in upon this rising tide of intelligence and good
feeling which is making the recitation a bless
ing to each student, he shows himself a bung
ler at his task rather than an artist in his pro
fession. But the student has a part to perform.
If he comes to the recitation remembering
what a good time he had the last time, if he
determines that to-day he will hear every word
said by teacher and student, if he gives the
best answer or the best sttggestion he can at
every opportunity that he can fairly and hon orably get, he will soon find this elevating
sort of condition taking possession of his mind
and the learning process will realize itself in
him- he will be taken up into the class feeling
of success in thinking and feeling which every
good recitation brings to the class, and he will
also have the proud .consciousness of having
not only gained for himself the good result of
the recitation, but also of having helped to
make it possible for every other student there
to do better than he could otherwise have done.
Thus you will see that it takes careful, con
scientious work on the part of the teacher on
the one side and the students on the other to
bring the recitation to its highest perfection,
so that it shall do its greatest good to you. If
I could make you see all this as it really is,
you would become so earnest about it that you
would not allow yourselves to do anything
that would interfere with it, but would do
e,·erything withi'n your power which would
help on the work of the recitation. Public
opinion in the student body would be so strong
in favor of all good things that the indifferent
would soon become interested, the timid would
lose their timidity, the pessimistic would
become hopeful, the discouraged would become
full of courage and determination, and through
this rising tide of sehool feeling every recita
tion conducted in the State Normal College
from morning till night would be one great
revival of learning, a great pentecost of feeling,
an occasion where every one would come to
see that life is another name for opportunity, a
time when mental and moral nerves are toned
up, hopes and aspirations are born, and each

59

one of us is set a long way on toward a fuller
preparation for a successful life.
Class Spirit and its Uses

I have said to you that each of the various
organizations to which one belongs and in
which one sustains his membership by contrib
uting his share to the good of the whole,
constitutes for the time being, one of his larger
selves, doing for him what be cannot possibly
do for himself. This is quite true whether
the organization is one that helps or one that
hinders his right development,-quite as
potent in one direction as in the other ; but I
have had direct reference in my talks to the
organi:tations which have for their purpose
the uplifting, ennobling and refiniug of human
living. In this view of the case there seems
to be a large place for class organizations, for
fraternities, and sororities in a great institution
like this, in that that they furnish opportunities
for companionship of a worthy kind, and for
the development, through this companionship ,
of motives, ideals, and pnrposes, which cannot
so well find theircauses'elsewhere. For these
organizations to be of value, however, they
must be rightly organized and managed. It
seems to me that each of these organizations,
in order to be valid, mnst be founded on two
quite different, but related ideas, the one to
be realized within the organization itself, the
other to be accomplished by the organization
as a whole working outside itself. The first
idea, within the organization, is companion ship of some sort, based on congeniality or
other circumstance. In this respect, each
member, but no others, has this right and
privilege. Even if privileges be temporarily
extended to the others,it is not in the interest of
these others, but in the interest of the mem
bers, who profit by the added companionships
or advantages which come from the temporary
uses of privileges by the others. If a high
standard of membership be required and main
tained, an added value of respectability attaches
to the members. On the ground of this point
of view, the clo�e organization is perfectly
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proper. But this is only one side of the picture. return, shall give renewed value to each sub
No person or organization is snffic:ient to him ordinate organization. Each of the fraternities,
self or itself ; and every organization which sororities and class organizations in this insti
hopes to live the highest possible life and tution must show its willingness and its capa
subserve the highest ends, must look about bility to work in harmony with all the others
for some connection with the larger world , toward common ends, -ends that shall benefit
some purpose or m.oth-e o1 ser\'ice must be the whole and magnify the greater institution
found which shall stimulate and guide the of which they are subordinate parts, before it
members of the organization into some organ shall have fully proved its own right to exist.
ized action which shall end in achievement.
A fraternity belonging to the Michigan State
Making direct application to the existing Xormal College, can be respectable only when,
societies in this institution, each organization, first of all, the l\lichigan State :Normal College
of whatever kind, should hol<l a high standard is held in honor. The first duty of the smaller
of membership, should make membership organization is to advance the cause and honor
become so well known for honor and honor  the name of the institution itself. Then it
able work, that membership itself should be will be easy to advance the cause and make
the badge of high honor, and membersl11p honorable the name of the smaller organization.
thus be at a premium. Each organization Each fraternity, then, or class organization,
should provide for its members companion  in this institution, would die, were the school
ship and acquaintance, pleasmcs and privi to die , would be disgraced, were the school
leges, whic:h are only for members or invited disgraced ; and each has an opportunity to
guests, and these should be of such high prosper and grow in honor only when the
grade, that the invitations themselves shall school as a whole is prosperous. The possible
come to have an established worth. \\'hen this life of the smaller is bound up in the actual
shall have been accomplished, the organization, life of the larger. It is easy to see, then, that
whether fraternity, sorority 01 class organiza the first duty of each of these organizations is
tion, will have given the necessary internal loyalty to the parent organization, the school
reasons for its existence. But the largt..:r as a whole. It seems to me that there are so
reason for existence is the larger relation to the many beautiful things that can be done here
outside world and to other co-ordinate or whe11 we all work together, that there is
related organizations. Each organization as a no excuse for selfishness among or within
whole must be ready to contribute its portion these organization::;. Class spirit must help
of service to the larger wholes, which, in create and support college spirit.

"Labor i� the great schoolmaster of the race. Il is
the grand drill in life's army, without which we :ire
only confust:d and pow1:rl1:ss when called into
action. "-.llarden.

A l fr e d's
Christmas
Me.y Hurd, '03

town clock struck eight.
Alfred
Seemore opened his eyes. ' 'Eight did
it strike , ' ' and he pulle1 his watch out from
under the pillow. ''True, and this is, ' ' -rub
bing his eyes and starting up- "this is Christ
mas morning. ' '
A child's laughter and screams of delight
floated up from the flat below.
' ' Poor child , ' ' murmured Alfred, ' ' I hope
you may always be joyful on this day. ' ' He
fell back upon the pillow. " I can't do it yet,"
and he stared .llard at the ceiling. The faint
echo of sleigh bells was heard in the distance.
The snow creaked loudly as the hurrying
footsteps passed and repassed beneath his
window. A block or so away, a little news
boy was crying, " Extra number of the Morn 
ing News here . ' '
Alfred turned over and
covered his head with the bedclothes. It
made him think of several years ago, when he,
too, was a newsboy and on Christmas morn
ing had made the air ring with his cry of,
" Morning's paper here, sir. "
At the first call of his mother's voice he
had bounded to the floor, hurriedly dressed,
and sped away to deliver his papers.
For at
least two weeks his companions had talked of
nothing else than the presents, quarters,
which they had received last year from their
customers. Alfred was all hope. "Suppose
I should get a quarter from four different peo
ple ! That would make a dollar. Wouldn't
mother's eyes brighten !
That is what she
needs to pay the rest of her rent. When I'm
a man she'll never take in washing.
She'll
live with me. Maybe, I shall own a house as
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nice as that one over there, and he stuffed his
hands in his pocket and surveyed the two
story white house across the way.
Mother
could have that front room, and I'd get her
that red velvet waist down in the Boston store
window. When I come home from my office
somewhere down town, won't it be nice to see
her sitting in the easy-chair before the fire,
and--"
A whistle from one of his comrades had
awakened him from his dream, and he ran off to
his work. His spirits fell, when house after
house that he visited appeared empty. No one
came out with a present for him. The last paper
was delivered, and not a tip.
He could not
repress the tears, and they fell on his cold
cheeks.
He wiped them off with his coat
sleeve when he neared the house.
The door opened as he reached the step, and
his mother advanced with a smile so bright
that he forgot all in his astonishment. He had
not seen her look that way since his father
died.
"Oh, Freddie, dear, I've such a nice
Christmas present for you, ' ' and ·she folded
him in her arms and kissed him repeatedly .
A letter lay upon the table. " Read it Fred 
die, while I get you something warm to eat . ' '
Alfred sat down upon a stool and pulled the
sheet out of the envelope, while his mother
hastened to the tiny kitchen. The tears stole
down her face as she turned the toast.
"I
don't see how I can let him go -- yet -
I will. ' '
"Oh, mother," broke in Alfred, "does
Uncle Rob really mean I am to come there
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and live with him in their big house, and go to
school and have everything nice, and--' '
"Yes, sonnie, that's it. Aren' t you glad?
Isn't that a lovely Christmas present?"
" Hurrah ! " shouted Fred, and up went his
cap.
The mother smiled through her tears. Alfred
" But,
saw them, and coming closer, said :
mother, what are you gomg to do?"
"I, -- Freddie, why, -- oh, I'll get
along nicely here, you see , " and she hurried
into the woodshed for a stick of wood.

All that day they talked it over. Yes,
Freddie was to go to New York City and live
with his rich Uncle Rob, and when he became
a man he would return and care for his
mother.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The church bells rang out clear in the frosty
air, and far away could still be heard the
newsboy's cry.
::\.!y God," groaned Alfred
Seemore, ' ' it is more than I can bear; to think
I so soon forgot her. Nay, more, I became
ashamed of her. If only I could call her back
long enough to ask her forgiveness. ' '
11

Giving and Ta.k.ing
(FROM THI! l!IXDOO.)

\Vho gives to whom lrnth naught been given,
This gift in need, though small indeed,
As is the grass-blades wind-blown seed,
ls large ns earth and rich as heaven.
Forget it not, 0 man, to whom
A gift shall fall, while yet on earth;
Yea, even to thy sevenfold birth
Recall it in the lives to come.
\Vho hroods above a wrong in thought
Sins much ; but greater sin is his
Who, fE'd and clothed with kindness,
Shall count the holy alms as naught.
-TIN1'NEVAI,UVA.

(Whittier's Translotion.)

•

A Disastrous Da.y
FLORENCE PERKINS, '03

' ' H URRY up, you old maid, so we can
catch this next Detroit car, ' ' sang
out Tom White from the foot of the stairs to
his room mate.
"Yes, I'll be there in just a minute," came
in anxious tones from Verne, who was vainly
trying to crowd an extra package into an
already well-filled valise.
Hearing the car, Verne seized the valise
and bounded downstairs, landing at the bot
tom with a suddenness almost perilous to the
package held carefully under his arm.
" What have you got there, old man?" said
Tom, as Verne carefully placed the package
on the car seat beside him. '' A doll for baby
sister? Give us a peep. You needn't guard
it as though it were a nugget of gold . ' ' Then
he caught sight of the name, Miss Jessamine
Cole, written with great precision, in Verne's
best style, and added, with a knowing wink,
"Oh, its sister Jessamine, is it? "
Verne ignored his friend's remark, and Tom
finding him thus uncommunicative, started off
in search of fun elsewhere.
Left to himself, Verne was soon lost in
thought. He recalled for the hundredth time
his last meetingwith Jessamine. He wondered
if she would be pleased to see him.
What would she think of the present he was
bringing? What would his father say if he
knew that he had spent so much of that last
check for a little fudge pan.
But then he was practically sure of that posi •
tion. He wondered if Jessamine would -' ' I say, Verne, wake up, you've been dream ·
ing long enough.
My cousin, Jessie Cole
man, got on at Wayne, and I want you to
meet her. Do your best now, old man, and
keep up the reputation you have been given . ' '
' 'What have you been saying now , ' ' said
Verne, as he arose and followed Tom,
mechanically flecking a speck of dust from
his coat and straightening his tie.
There was no time for reply. " Miss Cole·
man, allow me to present my friend, Mr.

* * *

*

*

*

Harris.
Jessie is a great friend of Mis
Cole's, you know, and has heard a great iea
about you . "
Verne flushed painfully, and Miss Coleman,
with a reproving glance in Tom's direction,
hastily began the conversation, thinking in
the meantime that she cannot blame Jessamine
for allowing her mind to be filled with
thoughts of Verne Harris.
Miss Coleman proved to be a delightful
companion, and the time passed quickly.
When the car reached Detroit, Tom went to
get the grips.
As he picked up Verne's
package and again noticed the name, an idea
occurred to him. With a mischievous
twinkle in his eye, he glanced over his shoul 
der to see if his friends were looking, and then
reached for his pen.
" Look here, Jessie," he said, as he rejoined
the two, and held up the package to their
view. " \Vhat does this mean? Verne, I
thought you said--' '
But Verne bad seized bis belongings and
fled in confusion, mentally anathematizing
Tom, and at the same time blessing the con
ductor for calling out his street just then.
As Verne walked quickly up Jefferson ave·
nue, he went over again and again mentally
what he should say to Jessamine when he
gave her the present.
He almost wished he
had sent it. Why not wait until tomorrow and
send it over? Just as he reached the door the
thought came to him that he might leave it on
the hall table for ht!r to find when he had
gone. Just the thing !

*

*

*

*

The next morning a messenger left at
Verne's door a package, accompanied by the
following note : MR. VERNE HARRIS :

Sir-I send you this morning a package
you accidentally left on the hall table last
night. You need not call this evening. I
shall be otherwise engaged.
JESSAMINE COLE.
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For a moment poor Verne was stunned.
What had happened?
He could think of
nothing he had done to displease Jessamine.
To be sure he may have been over-extravagant
in his praises of her friend, :Miss Coleman,

- -

but then she had seemed pleased at that.
Mechanically he picked up the package. Good
heavens ! There was the name-'' Jessamine
Coleman. " How could he have forgotten.
"Oh, that Tom, " he muttered.

- ------------------------- - - - -

D e partmental
Christmaa Song
W. \\'. SMITH

Hear the joy bells, ringing, ringing,
In the far-off towers swinging ;
Hear the children's voices singing,
" Merry Christmas Day is here ! "
Snowflake�.gently flying, flying,
Through the air were softly crying,
"Come, in white, we must be trying
Now to dress the brown earth dear."
This the chimes are telling, telling,
On each word the sweet tones dwelling;
Soft and low, then louuly swelling,
"Peace on earth, to men good will."
Love is softly stealing, stealing,
Into hearts with tender feeling,
To us all the truth re"ealinR",
That the Christ is with us still.
Illustrated by Clnrn Snxton. Ei1thth Grade, Training School

THE TEACHER'S VIEW OF HISTORY
PROFESSOR KING

Within the last twenty-five years the study
of human society has become all- absorbing.
Along with the isms which have pushed for
notice have appeared some respectable scien 
tific ologies. History, while not ranking with
the new sciences, has been effected and trans formed by the active spirit of research. The
scope of the subject has been enlarged. His
torical exposition no longer con fines itself
chiefly to the details of military movements,
conquests, and colonizations. The range of
material yielding information concerning
social movements has been extended until it
includes every thing in art, science, literature,
religion as well as those forms in nature
which show the signs of man's will and hand.
Forces shaping historical movements are no
longer regarded as exclusively social. The
physical force is recognized as determining
the industries of a people, while historic events
gain in significance when accorded an econo 
mic interpretation.
Society embodies a new conception of one
ness through reciprocity or mutuality. Social
will, social mind, social conscience are
phrases worn by use into new meanings.
The like-mindedness, the will, and the con
science dwell in the individual. Individuals

are at once individuals and society. The two
exist together, develop together, are:: saved
together. Society so conceived is an organ ism, perpetual, deathless, whose evolution
men call history. A.s the activity of a living,
thinking, feeling people, history makes its
appeal. This view proceeding on the sup
position that human nature, lience social
nature, is always the same affords a point of
contact between the present in which we live
and the past in which society has been living.
The experience in the present activity inter 
prets the past in history and in turn is
enriched and enlarg-ed by the knowledge of
what has been wrought by the labor of ages.
The aim of education is to put the individ
ual into possession not only of his individual
self but also of his social self. That is the
individual, by the process called education,
realizes-makes real and actual-his own
capacity for action. It is a slow process and
commencement day closes a life-long tuition.
The process and means by which individual
power is secured does not of necessity result
in social capacity. A perfectly adjusted indi
vidual is not necessarily socialized. Self
consciousness does not include consciousness
of the other one. The common consciousness
of the many even does not include social
consciousness. Small says, ' ' social conscious-
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ness is awareness of society as the consum
The presen t thought of history lends itself
mate expression of the vicarious sacrifice of to this view of education. Hist ory promises
member for member, part for part . ' ' Sueh to be an effective means. The events of his
power in the individual, capacity for such tory fall wi thin the realm of morals since they
feeling, can be realized only by an intelligen t spring from the thoughts and feelings of
and persistent use of means in education.
society. Every event holds within the Yisible
The individual m akes a continual struggle fact a con ten t of ideas. These ideas, consti 
to adapt himself to his conditions or em·iron tuting the historical force. springing up in
ment. The desire to overcome nature in the social consciousness are seen in the even ts of
satisfaction of need and gree<l is the spur history controlling, constraining and adapting
to his activity.
But in the struggle to over individual activity by the social will. The
come opposition and to attain the end, ac thity whole history is an open book in social ethics.
is not solely individual, but really bears at: The aim in teaching history is ethical then?
organic relation to society. Not only knowl Emphatically by no means. History is one
edge of just what the relation imposes of respon  of the noblest of the sciences and quite worthy
sibility, but also a controlling desire worth  to be taught for its own sake. But since his ily to meet it, 011 the part of the individual, tory is what it is how can it be possible to
is essential to the well-being of both himself disassociate it from the ethical idea? No
and society. " Public office is a public trust' ' need to keep the ethical in mind, for once the
is so fully recognized as a social principle that content , the ideas, the thought, the desire, the
i t has become the only respec table working sympathy-enters the mind as an experience
basis for an American office holder. " Private it will find its natural and inevitable reaction
business is a public trust , ' ' however, is not a upon conduct. 'With young children the con
recognized social principle as is attested by tent will be reproduced in kind. We remem
present industrial history. Such a principle ber the story of the teacher who taught fron 
can be ingrained in social consciousness tier life, especially cowboy exploits, so suc
· so as to control social will only as a result cessfully that her little group was for the
of education. But ultimately the social will time transformed into cowboys ; or the chil
present consciously in the individual activities dren who with a string tied to the neck of the
must constrain them in the interest of the tongs and a circle of chairs dragged Hector
social whole. Education may find its process around the walls of Troy. With more mature
in the long contention and struggle of life mmds the impulse is towards a transforming
between these individual a.ctivi ties. It is the of ideas into ideals and the reproduction in
business of the schools, however, by an intel suitable rather than like conduct. Witness
ligent use of material at hand to shorten the the story of the life of Jesus.
(Continued in Jnnunry number.)
process by which the individual recognizes
the true import of society and his place in it .
HISTORY IN THlt TRAINING SCHOOL
The whole scope of sotial ethics is matter
THIRD GRADE
for education. To this end the school experi
ences must explain and unify the whole social
The aim of the work in this grade is to bring
life. The work of the school must be arranged the child to a realization of the "wish of the
for the individual with due regard for his many ' ' or common interest , the need of
social relations since his :.,Ocial relations must individual activity, and the significance of
make a large and very real part of his individ community, including the ideas inherent in it;
uality. So only can they hope to t urn out as, mutuality, opportunity and protection.
educated individuals sharing in the thought, Furthermore, the aim is to cause him to feel a
feeling, sympathy, desire of the other one, sense of partnership in the common life, to
that is an educated individual socialized.
educate him to be as true a citizen and as true
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a man as possible. It is to stimulate mental
activity on the part of the pupil rather than to
fill the mind with facts.
The material used is anything, in the child's
community, which appeals to him ; as, the
exercises and games. Since the school is very
near to the ball ground, the children are all
more or less familiar with football. By letting
them tell what they know about the game they
are led to see the necessity of rules, from
which they reach out to the need of rules in
other games, and of laws for the town in which
they live. The necessity of a leader is here
emphasized and the authority which must be
granted to a leader, together with the obedi
ence of the team to the one whom they have
accepted as their leader.
Protection is next studied in its various
forms,-howour personal property is protected
from robbers, fire and accident ; how we are
protected from personal violence and diseases ;
how the poor are protected by the united
efforts of the town. In connection with this
the public men such as constables, policemen,
lawyers, doctors, aldermen, poormaster, mem
bers of fire department, board of health, etc . ,
are taught, and their relation to the commu nity. In this work is shown that all these
things supplemen(the individual, in that they
do what he cannot do.
The great advantage of inventions is illus 
trated by a comparison of the Indians' method
of preparing flour with the method of to-day.
Other inventions are cited, and the great ser
vice which they have rendered mankind, is
made prominent. In this connection mills,
shops and factories of our town are studied.
This, in, turn, brings up the relation of pro
duction and consumption, barter and exchange,
buying and selling, market, money, etc. The
need of the merchant to the home, the home to
the merchant and market, the farmer to the
market, and so the need of all to each and
each to all, is also here shown.
The work brings out the great influence
which the geography of the country has upon
the cities and towns. Rivers make possible
the mills and factories, which call many
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people there to work. Here again is empha
sized our great dependence on the farmer and
his dependence on the soil.
The working of the fire department, the
water works, the repairing of streets and
bridges bring out clearly city organization.
The choosing of its officers,making ordinances,
granting powers and privileges, raising money
with which to work, providing schools and
other institutions are some of the phases dwelt
upon.
To enrich the child's knowledge and to
make his own community life more real, the
community life of the early Greeks, Teutons,
or Saxons in England is studied. This com
parative study of community life aids greatly
in bringing the pupils to a realization of the
merits and needs of their community life.
They learn of the common interest shown in
the historic communities through their public
works, such as shelter, defense, public prop
erty, implements, weapons, conveyances,
hunting-grounds and domestic animals. The
ideal forms of those days are likewise studied,
as music, literature, art, and religion.
With the study of all this, and the home
life and civilization of these early communi
ties, the pupils cannot fail to see the improve
ment of their age and they will be proud of
their own period, and will be inspired with a
desire to improve it still more.
MAR HURD
JESSIE HAMMOND

FOURTH GRADE
COMMUNITY LlFH--THH NORTHMHN
SUBJ"HC'l' PLAN

I.

The general aim of the subject is to bring
before the child the part each member of a
community bears to that community, and to
each other. He will thus come to realize his
own place in society and the state. He has
been taken away from his own little home
community, and bas had a glimpse into the
home and community life of another people
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II.
1 . Teach general topography of the coun
try, and something of its influence upon the
people-their domestic animals, means of
earning a living, articles which they made,
and dress.
2 . Children already know need of a leader
in home community. Show need of a leader
among these people-how chosen and his place
in the community.

Choosing officers and leaders.
Their courts.
Means of defense, and forts.
Show that defense was a common
need of the people, and so helped to make
them one.
(e) Raids for plunder :
3. Community gives to 1>eople.
(a) Religion-worship of gods, ances
tors, etc.
(b) Education-a knowledge of calculat
ing time, of astronomy, of geometry, and
surveying, and a form of writing, literature,
legends and folk- lore.
(c) Architecture-houses, forts, temples ;
also skill as ship- builders.
(d) Music and art-religious songs and
chants, wood -carving, jewels.
4. Work of community.
(a) To defend the people of which it was
composed.
(b) Carry on wars for conquest.
(c) To give justice to its members.
(d) Choose officers, leaders, chiefs, etc.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

5.

Community gives each person.

(a) A part in its worsh p.

(b) Protection of its anny.

(c) Indh·idual rights of community.
( d) Some share in the local go\'erument.

III.
Bibliography.
Norway and Norwegians-Keary.
Sagas of the Norse Kings-Laing.
Viking Age-Du Chaillu.
Ivar the Viking-Du Chaillu.
Legends of the Norsemen-Higginsons.

The Northmen-Wright.
Material-maps, pictures.

Lucv BROWN

FIF'fH GRADE

In the fifth grade begins the first develop
ment of what we may call " real" history :
that is, a series of events which follow each
other in related order for the purpose of
accomplishing some definite aim.
The history first developed here is that of
the Greeks, especially the struggle of Athens,
in which the movement is simple, and many of
the facts based upon mythology. This gives
the child an idea of the great struggle of a
people for the thing which is the cherished
aim of all-a self -governing colony.
The work is preceded by a short drill for
about two weeks, in which the foundation of
the work is made by showing the belief of the
Greeks concerning their old mythology,
including the Greek idea of the beginning of
the world, creation of man, and their twelve
great duties. This really forms the founda 
tion of the Grecian history, as so many acts
of the Grecians in their history, proper, are
explained by their reverence for these gods.
This work is make real to the children by
letting them represent the characters, imitat
ing their actions and by dramatizing the
stories.
An example of the dramatization was pub
licly represented Thanksgiving day, when
the children, in Greek costume, gave the
story of the abduction of Proserpina, the
daughter of the goddess of vegetation, Deme ter, by Pluto, the dark and gloomy god of
the lower world. The sea nymphs were rep
resented as just emerging from the sea. This
appropriately represented the coming winter
season.
BEULAH ABBEY
[As the training school has been repre 
sented by the first three grades in the previous
issues of the NEws, we take the work this
month from the third, fourth and fifth grades.
In the next number we hope to give au out
line of the history work of the other grades.
EDITOR.]
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" The faculty and students of the Normal
and the citizens of Ypsilanti were shocked
beyond measure to-day by the news of the
sudden death from heart failure of Prof.
A�gust Lodeman, head of the department of
modern languages in the Normal. Prof. Lode
man had apparently enjoyed the best of health.
He heard his classes on Friday as usual, not
until Saturday afternoon complaining of being
ill. At that time he was seized with an attack
of acute indigestion, which brought on the
organic heart trouble to which he was subject.
His physician relieved him from pain in the
afternoon and he passed a quiet evening, fall
ing asleep early and being apparently com
fortable and on the road to a speedy return to
his usual good health when seen for the last
time by his family, about 10 :30 o'clock. In
the morning, however, he was found dead, •
having evidently passed away during the night
of heart failure, brou&ht on by the indiges
tion.
"In point of service, Prof. Lodeman was the
oldest member of the faculty, except one, an d
he was one of the most widely known. His
broad scholarship. thorough knowledge of
pedagogic principles, and his capacity for
keeping thoroughly abreast of the times in his
methods of instruction . made him a man
intensely valuable to the Normal. He was a
member of various pedagogical societies and
was a frequent contributor to professional
magazines. His scholarly writings gained
careful consideration from prominent educa
tors.
" When the faculty learned the sad news
to-day a meeting was called at which it was
decided to assemble the students in Normal
hall to- morrow morning that the death may
be publicly announced. The funeral arrange
ments ha..-e not yet been made, but on what 
ever day the funeral occurs the Normal will
be closed.
' ' Prof. Lodeman is survived by his widow
and by two children, Frank Lodeman. an
instructor in Cornell university, and Miss
Hilda Lodeman, of Ypsilanti, a talented
artist."

As we are about to go to press sad tidings
come to us from the home of Professor Lode
man, of his sudden death late Saturday night
or early Sunday morning. No man in the
faculty was better or more favorably known in
the school and the community, and through
out the state, than Professor Lodeman. The
Detroit Free Press of December 7 contains a
brief notice of the event, from which we make
extracts below. In our next issue we will
give a fuller account of his life and work and
an extended notice of the memorial exercises
in his memory which will be held under the
A movement bas recently been set on foot
auspices of the Board of Education in the near which we believe is of the greatest importance
future. At present we can only unite with to our students. We refer to the effort to
the school and the entire community in mourn arouse a better college spirit.
ing the sad event, and in expressing our sym
College spirit is not easy to define. It is
pathy with the deeply afflicted family.
intangible, but we believe, a real and a vital
Says the Free Press, of Dec. 7, in part :force in college life. It does not consist

-----·

....
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merely in a willingness to cheer for a victori
ous team, nor of an enthusiasm for class
rushes, nor even of a faithful diligence in the
preparation of lessons ; though all of these
may be manifestations of college spirit. In
the truest sense college spirit consists largely
of love for the college. The term, alma
mater - our generous, henign mother 
expresses the relation that should exist between
the student and the college Our love for the
school should give us a deep interest in every
thing that looks toward its success, and should
make us ready to stand by and support it in
victory or defeat.
The student who pays his tuition, receives
his class instruction, and looks upon the mat
ter as a mere business transaction , summed
up in this exchange of commodities, loses a
large part of his college training.
We must make ourselves men and women
first, and teachers aftenvard. We are here for
development of character as well as acquaint
ance with books, and this development must
come largely from the united influence of our
fellow students upon us. This united spirit
of the students is the college spirit, and if it
turns toward high ideals for the college inter
ests, it will mold us for the better if we join
with our fellows in working out these ideals.
The January issue of the Kaws will con
tain an article by Geo. K. Wilson, represent
ing the Lincoln Club. Mr. Wilson brings to
his effort not only his individual ability, but
also the inspiration gaine<l from a two years'
experience in active club work. He has
chosen a subject dear to his heart, and we feet
confident that he will not disappoint our read
ers in any way.
Do not fail to include in your list of holiday
purcha,ses at least one copy each of the new
college calendars at thirty cents each, and book
of quotations from faculty members at twenty
five cents each, which will be on sale before
the close of the quarter. You cannot be other
than highly pleased with them. They are
works of art.

Mlchiga.n

in

the Inter.sta.te
Association

Oratorical

Through the earnest endeavors of Prof.
Nadal, of Olivet, Michigan has been admitted
into the Interstate Oratorical Association,
which is now comprised of the following
eleven states : Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin , Illi
nois, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri,
Colorado, Iowa and Michigan.
The above association offers some very
valuable prizes to the winning contestants this
coming year.
To the person winning first
place, a valuable gold medal and $100 in cash
will be given. In order that Michigan's con
testant might have an equal chance with those
of the other states, it was decided at the meet
ing of the State Oratorical Board, held at
Lansing, November 8 , to increase the limit of
words that an 01ation may contain, to two
thousand, instead of eighteen hundred, which
The time of
has been the limit heretofore.
the contest was also changed from the first
Friday in May to the second Friday in April.
The local contest will be held here March
20, at which time a valuable set of books and
a handsome gold medal will be given to the
person winning first place ; a set of Fisk's
works, handsomely bound, and a silver
medal, to the person winning second place ;
and several volumes of the American States
man series to the person winning third place.
Besides the prizes, the person winning first
place will represent the Normal in the state
contest to be held at Olivet, April 10.
The
person who wins at Olivet will receive a gold
medal and represent Michigan at the Inter state contest. The expenses of the contestant
will be paid in each case.

s.

E.

CRAWFORD

Much praise is due the Misses Laird and
Perkins, the calendar committee of the Y. W.
C.A. for the time and effort spent in the Normal
calendar for 1903. It shows a great deal of
thought and originality, and is a credit to the
Normal College. On its pages are pictures of
the heads of the departments surrounded by
drawings representing their line of work. All
the drawings were made by students in the
advanced drawing classes. "The calendar is
indeed a splendid advertisement for the col
lege . ' '

'00-Miss Eleanor Thomas was very suc
'02-Mr. John F. Reinche writes : "The
Normal is well represented at Tecumseh. cessful in her work in Hilo, Hawaii, which
Music and drawing are under the supervision is attested by the fact that she has been placed
of Miss R. McKenna, '01 ; Miss MacArthur, at the head of the schools in Honokaa. Miss
· 02, has charge of the third and fourth grades ; Thomas bas promised the NEWS some inter
Miss Mabel King, '02, has fifth grade ; Miss esting- accounts of her experiences in Hawaii.
S. Knopf, '02, seventh grade, and I am doing
'02 -Miss Mary E. Thomas is teaching in
high school work and have charge of the
second
grade at Brainard, Minnesota.
ninth grade room. All are well pleased with
their positions. ' '
'02-Miss Mary Stevens is teaching in
primary grades at Cedar, Mich.
The work in the science department of
Mr. F. \V. Churchill was master of cere
the Allegan high school has been consider
monies
at the athletic meet of the Soo schools,
ably extended since coming under the super
on
the
occasion
of the big waterpower cele
vision of Mr R. J. Josenhaus, '02. Over
bration.
Mr.
Churchill
made a pleasant call
$150 has been expended for apparatus, and
the
Benton
Harbor
high
school, Novem
at
Mr. Josenhaus is now offering what is prob
ber
22.
ably the most thorough course ever given
there. He is well liked by the students, and
'02-Mr. George Bierkamp is teaching at
is fast establishing a reputation for the old Smyrna.
M. N. C. as well as for himself.
At the Northern Peninsula Teachers'
'01-Mr. E. E. Crook is enjoying the nov
elty of being a "big toad in a little pud
dle." As superintendent of the New Balti 
more schools he is winning many friends by
his thorough work.

Association meeting in November, at Mar
quette, Mr. I. E. Chapman, '01, principal
of Washington school at the Soo, delivered a
paper on ' ' The New Geography. ' ' Miss
Melissa Hull, '01, read an article before the
drawingdepartment.

'02-Miss Gertrude Greeley, of Houghton,
Mich . , is recovering from an illness which
for several weeks prevented her from attend ing to her school duties.

'99-Miss Emma Engle, who has the princi 
palsbip of the high school at Bancroft, Neb.,
writes to tell of her interest in the Nitws and
the old M. N. C.
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'02-.Mr. Joseph Gill writes from Carson
City : "We have se\·en teachers, most of
whom are Normalites. Mrs. Jackson, known
at the Normal as Miss Bangs, critic teacher in
first grade during the summer of '98, is sus
taining her reputation in the kindergarten and
first grade ; Mrs. H. G. I�ull, '98, teaches
mathematics and drawing ; Miss Kate Morse,
'01, English ; Miss Alice Brown, Pd. B . ,
teaches history and I,atin ; I am teaching
various things, including science.
I feel
much at home here, and enjoy my work . • '
'00-A. E. Rees i s teaching seventh and
eighth grades at Newberry , Mich.
'01-:\fr. Jay H. Smith writes from For
tuna, Cal . , that he enjoys the NEWS in his
far - away home.

'02-:\1iss Inez S. Farnsworth, of \Vood 
land, �fich. , writes that she watches with in 
terest for each number of the KHws.

It is said that Mr. Clifford B. Upton, now
at Columbia lJniversity, i:,; a golf expert, and
rather prides himself upon his ability in im
parting his skill to others less fortunate. One
day last summer, while attending the Unh·er
sity of Michigan, he escorted a young lady to
the links for a first lesson in the game.
In
showing her how to take a stroke he asked her
to stand back and observe how be did it.
Mr. Upton heard a scream, and turning saw
the lady expectorating blood and teeth pro
miscuously.
A carriage and a dentist fol 
lowed.
The dentist said that if he had the
missing tooth all might be mode as good as
new. It was now dark, �o in the gray dawn
next morning �Ir. Upton hied himself to the
golf grounds, found the tooth, and 'tis said all
is well.
Through the earnest efforts of Superintendent
McKone. a partial course in manual training
has been introduced into the public schools of
Albion. Judging from some of the results in
the teachers' preparatory class, sewing has
been a hitherto much neglected part of the
education of Albion's schoolma'nms.

:Miss Sarah Farmer, '93, and .Miss Louise
Petit, '02 , spent an interesting day as chaper
ones of the Benton Harbor high school girls
on the Rooter Special trip to Ann Arbor, No
vember 16, when the B . H . football team de
feated the A. A. high school team. Benton
Harl.Jor is a town of enthusiasm, and fully
sustained her reputation that day.

'01-)liss Margaret Graves is teaching in
Jackson, which is her home.
'99-Miss Cora B. Cooper is teaching Eng
lish in the high school at Sturgis, .Mich.

'00-Mr. George J. Miller is superinten
dent of schools at Colon.

'00-Miss Daisy Searle is teaching history
and English in the high school at Williamston,
Mich.
'97-Miss Anna Thayer has sixth and
Se\·enth grades at Grand Ledge, Mich.
Mr. J. \fitchell is superintendent of schools
at Harbor Springs.

'02-Mr. C. M. Jennings has charge of
mathematics in Allegan 's high school. Word
comes to us that he is meeting with great suc
cess.
His classes show lively interest and
are doing excellent work, while the school
blackboards give evidence of his artistic skill.
Allegan claims to have one of the strongest
football teams in the state, and under Mr.
Jennings' superdsion played a tie game with
Lima, Indiana, in November.
'01-1\fr. H . M. Luttenton is teaching at
the Soo.

'00-�ir. I,. E. Righter, who has charge of
the science department of Benton Harbor high
school, is the busiest member of the faculty.
It is said the neighbors feel a superstitious
awe of the midnight gleam which comes from
the tower where he practices his occult art.
'02- Miss Anna C. Stevenson writes that
Winona ladies are continually busy, but that
she found time one day in November to pause
and enjoy a barrel of apples from Michigan
while she read the NORMAL NRWS.
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'01-Mr. L. Butler is teaching at Central
Lake, Mich.

'01-Mr. Pearce, principal of the Albion
high school, was an Ypsi man in '95- '96 and
'97, finishing his course in the summer school
of 190 1 . He played halfback on the famous
Ypsi football team.

Miss Aimee G . Feige, '02, died ather home
in Saginaw, December 5, of scarlet fever.
During the two years spent at the M. S . N .
C . , Miss Feige was a favorite among her fel 
low students.
She began teaching in Sep
tember in Buena Vista, and had already
proved herself successful in her chosen pro fession when her death occurred.

Miss Esther Woodberry has sixth grade at
Caro, Mich.
Miss Cloe Kahler has second grade at
Plainwell, Mich . , which is her home.

Miss Alta Chase is teaching mathematics in
the high school at Three Rivers.
Miss Maud Becker has charge of the fourth
grade at Shelby, Mich.

Miss Nellie Winifred Drake, '02 , writes
that she enjoys her work as teacher of fourth
and fifth grades in Gaylord schools. She has
an enrollment of fifty -two pupils. '

The following clipping is taken from the
St. Mary's Chimes for November:
"The
alumni columns of the :NORMAL CoLI,EGE
NEWS are especially commendable.
This
spirit of the old pupils to keep ia touch with
their Alma 1fater, and the apparent desire of
the ' active members '-in more ways than
one-to watch the career of each alumnus is to
be encouraged . A diploma should not signify
a separation between pupil and school, but
should be another link to bind them together.
The feeling that one's school is interested in
all that one does, ready at all times with
appreciation and encouragement, should be a
great incentive to make one's life and life
work all that it should be,-the best thanks a
pupil can offer for the patient interest shown
him during his school days . ' '

NEWS

The La3t Judgment

73

After weeks of faithful preparation the
Normal Choir went to Detroit on Thursday ,
November 1 3 , to deliver Spohr's Oratorio,
"The Last Judgment. " The occasion was
the opening of the Star Lecture Course at the
Light Guard Armory, and in support of the
Chorus were advertised the Adolph Hahn
Festival Orchestra, aud a solo quartette from
Cincinnati.
The last rehearsals at Ypsilanti, and the
rendering of several selections at chapel on
Wednesday, had given full assurance that the
Chorus would do creditably its part of the
performance, so it was in good spirits that
one hundred and seventy-seven singers
boarded the special train at one o 'clock
Thursday afternoon. The arrangements for
the physical management of the Chorus
throughout the expedition were good. A
comfortable train had been provided and
through the kind attention of Mrs. Pease some
matters which bad been by others neglected
were so arranged that every one secured his
place without difficulty.
Upon arrival in Detroit the party were quar
tered at the Wayne Hotel, whence immedi 
ately they repaired to the Armory for dress
rehearsal. To the Armory came other mem hers of the Chorus living in and about Detroit,
and when all were seated upon the platform,
and numbered, the count reached one hun
dred and ninety two, a very generous fulfil
ment of the number one hundred and fifty
advertised in the programs.
V.'ith interest the Chorus watched the
orchestra begin the somewhat ragged rehearsal
of the long overture. A few vigorous words
were required from Prof. Pease, the conduc tor, before the orchestra awakened to the situ
ation ; then, however, they did improve, and
after the overture to part two the Chorus gave
them generous applause. The soloists were
inclined to keep their hats on. Without
apparent justification from either their under 
standing or execution of their parts they
seemed to regard the rehearsal as perfunctory.
Not so the Chorus, who sang with spirit and
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with ready response to the Director's will. to believe that none of the soloists had fully
The early dinner that night at the \Vayne realized what their parts were.
It was late before the concert was finished,
was not bad. It is said that the young man
who put two lumps of sugar in his bouillon but the audience gave flattering attention and
declared afterwards that he didn't like bouil the spirit of the singers never flagged. After
lon, and did it only for a joke ; but it was ob · the magnificent finale the Chorus left the
observed at the time that bouillon was the only Armory with a sense that it had not failed to
thing in the menu he didn't like, for after meet its own best expectations; that it bad
wards neither fish, flesh, fowl, oysters nor not lowered its reputation for precise, vigor 
ous, well -balanced and intelligent singing,
pancakes escaped him.
and
that it bad done its part to reward and
At the evening performance when the great
justify
the Director in his patient and earnest
audience of between two and three thousand
devotion
to the art of choral singing.
was assembling, members of the Chorus were
surprised to find upon the program two long
instrumental selections before the opening of
Clippings
the Oratorio, neither of the selections harmoni
"Mr. Pease's cborusis an organization to be
ous with the theme of the Oratorio. This
detriment to the opportunity of the Chorus proud of. They sing with spirit and under
was increased when, after the members of the standing, they produce a good volume and
Chorus bad with grace and perfect precision their voices are well blended. Their enuncia
marched in and taken their exalted seats, the tion is pleasingly clear and their attack is such
stage manager made further announcement of as would delight any leader. The honors
a third number by the orcbes:ra. It was well of the evening easily belong to the chorus and
performed- Director Hahn's arrangement of Mr. Pease their conductor.-Detroit Journal.
a Fantasia from Carmen-but of all things to
Mr. Pease has absolute control over his
play just before "The Last Judgment ! "
singers and the best possible results were
It took some moments after the Oratorio was obtained in the rather lengthy ' ' Last Judg
begun for the audience to readj�st its spir ment" by Spohr.-Detroit To -Day.
its. The orchestra was playing better than in
The chorus sing admirably. Mr . Pease
the afternoon, evidently having profited by the
has bis singers under good control, be leads
instruction then received. .Before the open 
them well and they follow him well.-Detroit
ing chorus, " Praise His Awful Name" was
Free Press.
finished the audience bad caught the spirit of
the great work, and from them on the num
Professor Pease of M. S. N. C. took his fine
bers received enthusiastic applause.
chorus of eighty trained voices to Detroit and
delighted a city audience with Spobr's "Last
The soloists were a disappointment. The
Judgment. ' '- Ypsilantian.
most criticism was visited upon the tenor, who
sang weakly and with too little regard to time
The �eatest thing about schools is their
and tune. Various causes of his shortcom
spirit is the superiority of their environ
ings were suggested ; one, perhaps, by the
ment over the ordinary experience of the
lecture course programs, which advertised student.-Normal Review.
" Mr. John O ' Donnell, Basso. " It seems
Lives of football men remind us
incredible that he could rea:ly have been a
That they write their names in blood ;
basso who came all the way from Cincinnati
And
departing leave behind them
without discovering that his part was a tenor
Half
their faces in the mud.
part and accordin!{ly had to change his voice
-Excllange.
after he got here ; and yet there seemed reason

Athletics
TIE GA�IE

A tie game was played between the Normals
and Detroit Central High School. on the Nor 
mal Campus, Saturday, November 8. The
Normals scored in the first half and the high
school in the second. Detroit kicked off to
the Normals, who failed to make much gain.
Bates was then sent through the line for five
yards gain, after which Belland, Bates, Gil
more, and Salsbury each took a turn at carry 
ing the ball down the field. All the gains
were made through Detroit's tackle and guard.
After eif;ht minutes playing, G. Bates carried
the ball over for the first touchdown. Bel
land kicked goal. Detroit again kicked off.
Belland got the ball and carried it down the
field for 15 yards gain, when he was downed
by Lawton. The Normals again commenced
carrying' the ball forward toward the goal, and
would no doubt have soon reached it had it
not been for a fumble. Witmire saved the
ball. Third down with 8 yards to gain. Bel
land punted, Detroit got the ball and pro
ceeded to carry it down the field, making long
gains around the Normals end. Scott then
went down the field for a 25 -yard gain.
Detroit got the ball within a yard of the Nor
mals goal line, when they were held for
downs. The Normals were walking the ball
back at a lively pace when time was called.
In the second half the Normals kicked off

to Detroit. They started the ball down the
field at a rapid rate, Scott making 25 ·yard
run. Detroit was then held for downs. The
Normals fumbled and Detroit got the ball.
Detroit made a gain of 10 yards and were held
for downs. The Normals were then for the
first time, held for downs. Detroit got the
ball. Root went through the right tackle and
held for a 35 - yard run and a touchdown.
Goal was kicked. During the balance of the
game, the ball went from side to side, neither
making any great gains. The Normals had
the ball when time was called. Score-6 to 6.
BILI,SDALE'S SECOND VIC'I'ORV

Hillsdale won her second victory over the
Normals, November 22, on the Normal
grounds, by a score of 22 to 0.
The Normals three best men, Bates, Bel
land, and Witmire, were obliged to leave the
game on ..,account of injuries received early in
the second half. The team thus weakened
could do but little against their opponents.
Hillsdale made their gains principally
through the Normal line, although a few long
runs were made around the ends. The most
striking feature of the game was the unfortu nate stumble on the part of Right End Tracy,
who sprinted 35 yards down the field, only to
trip and fall at the very goal posts, with the
result that the ball went spinning from his
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grasp upon the ground back of the Normal
goal where Belland fell 011 it. llelland then
kicked off to Hillsdale who by a rapid suc
cession of plays carried the ball o\'er for their
first touchdown. The Normals played hard
and fast ball for the remainder of the half,
which was a see-saw, the ball first on one
side, then on the other.
Early in the second half Witmire, Bell::,.nd,
and Bates were retired one after the other
with the result that Hillsdale landed three
touchdowns. The :N'onnal line-up was Rice,
r. e. ; Katz, r. t. ; Barry, r. g. ; Lomphrey, c .
Holbrook, 1 . g. ; Bates, 1. t. ; G. Bates, 1. e. ;
Salsbury, r. h. ; Gilmore, I. h. ; \Vitmire, q. ;
Belland, f. Referee-'feetzel. Timers-Rog
ner and Carpenter.
YELLOW AND BLACK,

20 ; PURPLE ANl> WHITE,0

Never before, during the present year, has
class spirit and enthusiasm ran to such a
height as it attained at the annual Senio:
Junior football game played Saturdny, Decem
The flagstaffs on the buildings were
ber 6.
bones of contention between the classes before
the game. Friday afternoon the Senior col
ors, waving above the main building-, were the
first to appear ; but before lon1r they had been
pulled down and torn in shreds. During the
night the Juniors succeeded in hoisting their
flag, but before daylight it had suffered the
fate of the Senior flag the previous day, and
the yellow and black was once more waving ·
triumphantly in the breeze. First one class ,
and then the other, would hoist its colors
aloft, only to have them torn down by their
rivals.
The classes went to the field in two bodies,
the Seniors taking their position on the north
side of the grounds, with the Juniors oppo
site. The game commenced about 2 o'clock.
'the teams were quite evenly matched, and a
good contest was anticipated.
The ball was kicked off to the Seniors, who,
after advancing it about half the length of the
field , lost it on a mis-play. The Juniors
made very little gains and were held for downs,
after which the Seniors soon scored their first

touchdown. The attempts to kick goal were
unsuccessful. Another touchdown was made
'!'he second
before the end of the first half.
half was a repetition of the first. and at the
encl of the game the score stood 20 to O in
fav0r of the upper- class men.
The most striking features of the game
were the hurdling and the end runs of Sals
bury and Gilmore, and the good interference
on the part of the Seniors.
The best of feeling prevailed, and although
defeated, the Juniors gave their yells after the
game with as much ·vim and enthusiasm as
before.
On Thanksgiving Day at Flint, the school
for the Deaf wiped out last year's defeat by
defeating the Normal team, 40 to 0.

The series of basket ball games being played
by the teams of men's physical class are nearly
finished. There arc five teams contesting for
the championship.
"It's all up with me , " said the umbrella.
"How so ? " asked the needle.
' ' It was this way ' ' began the scales.
"Shut up, " retorted the umbrella.
" Nit, " replied the yarn.
"Oh, come off" said the mitten.
" Hit him" said the hammer.
' ' I ' 11 stand by you ' ' said the easel.
"You can count on me" said the slate.
"Take that" said the pill.
" It's all over now" said the ceiling.
" I ' ll keep shut hereafter" said the umbrella.
-Ex.

A lady was looking for her husband and
inquired anxiously of a housemaid : ' ' Do you
happen to know anything of your master's
whereabouts? " " I ' m not sure, mttUl, " replied
the careful domestic, "but I think they're in
the wash. ' '- 7/ze American Journal of Archae
olo1;y.
An exchange rightly says that he who
expectorates on the floor cannot expect to rate
as a gentleman.

Lo ca.ls

We are glad to see Miss Lynch once again
in the third grade room.

Dr. E. L. Norton of Hope College, Holland,
spent Thanksgiving with Ypsilanti friends .

Professor Barbour occupied the pulpit of the
Brewster Congregational church of Detroit,
November 16 and 23.

Miss Florence Perkins was made happy
during Thanksgiving recess by a visit from
her father.

An open evening will be held at the girls'
gymnasium, December 18. Prices for admis
sion, 15 and 20 cents.

Professor Barbour lectured on "Self Cult
ure, " in North Adams Lecture Course,
November 2 1 .

President Jones addresses the student teach
ers in the Training School at the general critic
meeting, December 12.
In the last issue of the Nnws, through an
oversight, we omitted the name of the senior
vice-president, Miss Vinora Beal.
Miss Mabel Cross of Marcellus spent her
Thanksgiving vacation with Miss Lynch.
She was a visitor at the Training School,
December 1 .
Advanced pupils of the Training School are
doing decorative work in pyrography, which
emphasizes the art side in connection with the
manual training.
Any one wishing to know what a " cabbage
charade' ' is, might be enlightened by asking
the Misses Jackson and Clark, or their worthy
assistants, Messrs. Crawford and Millikin.
Last week a number of Normal students
gladly welcomed F. D. Smith, former super
intendent of Greenville schools. Mr. Smith
is well -known throughout the state because
of his institute work.

'

Professor Lodeman has been entertaining
his nephew, Theodore Bauer of Muehlhausen,
Alsace, Germany.
The Sophomores have elected Guy Mowry,
president; Florence Spaulding vice-president ;
Christine Bacon, secretary ; Frank Bates,
treasurer.
Miss Bertha Austin has accepted a position
as principal of a ward school in her home
town, Lowell, Mich. She begins her duties,
January 1.
Several Normal students of former years
have spent a few days with their Alma Mater
since the last issue of the NEWS. Among
them were : J. E. Van Allsburg, Emma Elliot,
E. A. Whitney, Miss Adriance Rice, Miss
Beatrice MacArthur, and Bert Stitt.
Y. W. C. A. Normal girls are making Nor
mal and University banners to order. Prices
thirty cents for small pennants, seventy- five
cents for large ones. The profits are to go
towards paying association expenses. Leave
orders at Starkweather Hall, or in note books
at the north bulletin board at Normal.
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Miss Addie Ashley has been quite seri
o usly ill.

Miss Jackson entertained some of the stu dent teachers of her grade on Friday and Sat
urday of Thanksgiving week, ai:d others on
the first Friday and Saturday of December.

Mr. and Mrs. Markham who complete their
work at the Normal at Christmas time go back
to Lexington, at which place :\Ir. Markham
has been superintendent of schools for some
time. C. E. Kellogg, who has been supplying
in the absence of Mr. Markham, resumes his
work here January 6.

•

The preliminary debates have been held in
the Webster, Lincoln ,and Atheneum societies.
Great interest has been shown in the work,
and in each society several men contested fo{
first place, the winner of which enters the final
debate held here the last of January. Mr. J.
M. Munson was elected to representthe Web
ster clnb, Mr. S. E. Crawford to represent the
Lincoln club, and Mr. Chas. Jordan to repre
The Crescent, and
sent the Atheneum.
Olympic societies hold their contest Saturday
night, December 13.

A meeting was held in Professor Lathers'
room , December 1, 7 p. m . , to discuss plans
by which greater college spirit might he
aroused among the studtuts. This movement
was an outgrowth of a feeling on the part of
some of the students that greater loyalty might
be won for our Alma Mater if only the various
organizations were brought into closer and
more sympathetic contact with one another.
Professor Lathers said, "That, though an
indefinable thing, college spirit is something
very necessary to college life. ' ' Acting upon
suggestions made by a committee appointed at
a previous meeting various other committees
were appointed for future work. Lively dis
cussions brought out the duties of these com
mittees. As the meeting progressed all pres
ent became warmed up to the subject in band
and there was enough college spirit and to
spare. A students' meeting was set for Decem
ber 12.

Miss \Vise and Professor Laird have been
doing institute work at Pontiac. Date,
November 28 -29.

Miss Martin, the seventh grade critic,
invited her student teachers to "make obser
vations ' ' at 2 20 Huron St., Saturday evening
last. The students report it the most enjoya
ble observation period of the quarter.

A number of the Traverse City girls enter
tained nineteen of the Traverse City students
of Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor, at Miss Mayme
Youngs' rooms on Emmet St., Friday even
ing, November 2 2 . Among those present
were Miss Atkin and Mr. Ryder of Ann Arbor.
Miss Atkin graduated from the State Normal
with the class of '96, and Mr. Ryder with the
the class of '93.

\Ve regret very much that we cannot pub
lish the Thanksgiving program given by the
pupils of the training school. The numbers
were all very good, and were especially inter
esting in that they represented some of the
regular quarter's work. The little drama,
"The Grecian Autumn Myth , " by the fifth
grade, was especially attractive. The Rhythm
exercises, by a number of the children from
the kindergarten was received with much
enthusiasm. The program closed with the
Doxology, in which all were invited to join,
by Miles Standish, in "The Feast," by the
seventh grade.

The eighth and ninth grades of the Training
School charmingly entertained their teachers
and a few friends at Starkweather Hall, Fri
day evening, November 2 1 . Decorations of
evergreens and flowers made the rooms cheer
ful and homelike. During the evening a
chorus gave a welcome song arranged by
Madge Quigley. Helen Pease and Archie
Matthews played a duet on the piano and
All were heartily applauded.
mandolin.
Games were enjoyed, and later in the evening
ice cream and cake were served. When the
guests reluctantly departed, all agreed that
Starkweather Hall had never looked prettier,
nor held a more enjoyable party.
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Miss Lovisa Fisher has been called to Reed
City to teach physics and chemistry.

Professor Strong will go to Washington
during the Christmas vacation to attend the
American Association.

" ' Blessed are the meek for they shall
inherit the earth , ' but this was not spoken of
pedagogues. ' '-7 raining School.

Emma Elliot spent Thanksgiving with her
parents here. Miss Elliot is teaching first
grade in the Franklin School at Coldwater.

Those who ate Thanksgiving turkey at
home are trying to cheer up those who couldn't
go by telling what a nice time they had.

Cash prize ! The committee on songs and
yells has decided to offer a prize for the best
song suitable for use in the Normal as a col
lege song.
Owing to the death of Professor Lodeman,
the second number on the lecture course ,
Durno, " The Mysterious," and Company,
which was to have been given December 8,
was given December 13.

The Freshman class have chosen crimson
and white for their colors.

The Freshmen would have that person who
"hears" that the Freshmen elected a Junior
for treasurer , know that the Freshmen class
has plenty of material with which to fill its
offices without looking elsewhere.

�Iiss Elizabeth Wilson , at present tea,;hing
at Albion, spent her Thanksgiving- Yacation
in Ypsilanti and took the opportunity to do
some editorial work. Miss \Vilson will resume
her �ormal work here at the beginning of the
winter quarter, and also assume responsibility
on the NEWS staff.
Soci eties

ATHENEU:\I

Friday evening, December 5, occurred the
preliminary debate which decided who should
be our representative at the final debate of the
Xormal College. At the final debate three
will be chosen to debate with 1\1. A . C.

The participants of the debate, December 5 ,
were :-Messrs. Andress, :Middleton , Millikin,
Jordan, Allen and Squires, The judges were :
Misses Downing and Shnltes, and Kev. A. G.
December 12 was Mother's Day in the Beach.
Mr. Jordan won first place and Mr.
second grade. The invitations, written by the Millikin second place.
children, read : " Please come to the second
Miss Mary Ballard has been elected by the
grade Friday P. M. at 1 :30 Standard Time . "
society to represent us at the Oratorical con A number of the student teachers, assisted by
test.
the pupils, welcomed the visitors ; then they
The following officers were elected for the
were taken in charge by other pupils and
ensuing
quarter :shown the aquarium, pictures, books and other
President-Mr.
Jordan.
objects of interest in the room.
- :'.\fr. Squires.
Vice
President
11ush and milk was served by several of
Secretary-1\liss Feeley.
the pupils in the recitation room, while others
Treasurer-Mr.
Allen.
were bt1sily engaged in cooking mush under the
ChaplainMiss
Ballard.
supervision of student teachers. The serving
Chairman
of
Program
Committee - Miss
of mush for refreshments was the outcome of
a number of nature study lessons on the Pieters.
Chairman of Social Committee-Miss Hurd.
necessity for grinding and cooking grains,
Ushers-Messrs.
Pierce and Andress.
and was suggested by the pupils themselves.
CRESCBNT SOCIETY
Little books prepared by the children on
Foods, also a part of their nature study work,
The reception given in honor of the
were presented to the mothers as souyenirs of new members of the Crescent Society
the occasion.
was largely attended and greatly enjoyed,
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both from a social and epicurean standpoint.
Judging from the loud smiles heard during the
last program, the students, quite contrary to
the usual custom, seemed to thoroughly enjoy
visiting a faculty meeting, although ten of its
members expressed themselves in a very
emphatic manner.
Messrs. Carr, Herald and Xovak will take
part in the preliminary debate which will he
held December 13. This debate ciecides who
will represent the several soci�ties in the final
debate of the Normal School.
OLY:'ll l'IC SOCIETY

Friday, December 1 2 , we have our prelim 
inary debate. The debaters to take part are :
-Messrs. Mowry, \Vood, Crawford , Barbour,
Knight, and Rnbert Smith.
w1rnsTER CUIB

November 22nd was held our preliminary
debate, at which l\Iessrs. \lowry, Rice, G. C.
S m ith, l\lunson and R. C. Smith took part.
l\Ir. 11tmson won first place, Mr. G. C. Smith
second place. The successiul contestant will
represent us at our final debate.

The general work of the club the past month
has been somewhat interrupted owing to the
Thansgiving recess, and the preparatory work
on the "Railroad Question . " The final con·
test in the club was held November 2 2 ,
and resulted i n Mr. J . \L Munson being
chosen first ; :\fr. Guy C. Smith, second.
These men will therefore represent the Web
ster club in the cominir debating work.
LIXCOLX CI.UR

Saturday, Decembe..r 6, occurred our pre
liminary debate, at which :'.\Iessrs. Crawford,
Allen, !Ieiald and \Vilson debated. Mr. Craw
ford won first place, Mr. \\Tilson second.
S. C. A.
\'. l\f . C. A .

The Association observed the week of
prayer by two special meetings both of which
were well attended . . •

The afternoon of November 16 occurred the
first of what we hope will prove to be a series
of Missionary services. This meeting was in
charge of Mr. 0. B. Winters, chairman of the
His subject was,
Missionary Committee.
" :Missionary Heroes. " Those who were not
present certain!}' missed a great treat, for the
program was both inspiring and instructi Ye .
The l ives of such men as Livingston and
Taylor, were reviewed and great lessons drawn.
\Ve understand it to be the plan of the Mis
sionary Committee to hold at least one such
meeting e<ich quarter. Let no one miss the
next meeting.

November 1 7 , Mr. Williams, graduate of
Yale University, and at present Secretary
of the Y. M. C. A. for Canada and the East,
arrived in company with Mr. Hurry. \Ve feel,
as expressed by Mr. R. C. Smith at the first
meeting on the eve of November 1 7 , " That
it is seldom that any institution is favored with
a visit in two successive years of such a man
as Mr. \Villiams. ' ' The gentlemen were with
us until Thursday morning. During their
stay three meetings were held in Starkweather
Hall. Those who heard and met Mr. Wil
liams could not but be inspired to a higher
ideal of life, its possibilities and duties.
\Ve are informed by the chairman of the
Devotional Committee that the announcement
cards for the Sunday meetings of next quar
ter will be reacly at least by the first day of
the winter quarter.
Y. W. C. A.

The calendar committee of the Y. \V. C. A . ,
through the columns of the XP.ws, wishes to
thank Miss Olmstead for her kind and helpful
suggestions, and also the .\lisses Upham,
Childs, Florida, Niemeyer, Smith, Hammond
and Barlon for the effort so willingly spent in
carrying out these suggestions.

The Employment Bureau is one of the busi
ness features of our association , and we are
glad to render any assistance possible to any
of the young women in the college who wish to
secure employment.

I

I
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A distinguishing feature of our Sunday
afternoon talks is their application to every
day difficulties. What can be more helpful
to the student confronted by so many knotty
problems?

Our meetings during the week of prayer
were a power for good in the life of our asso·
c1at10n. Much real inspiration was gained by
the consideration of the work of the Y. W.
C. A. in different parts of the world.

Those who have been connected with our
Bible study classes this quarter have found
them most helpful. The little groups that
have met in the study of " Life in Jesus
Christ , ' ' under the direction of Miss Fleischer,
have found the study of the subjects taken up
at successive meetings most profitable, while
those studying the life of Christ under the
able leadership of Miss King are finding the
Bible a new book, and the revelation of the
Father most beautiful.

l

The text· books for our mission study classes
are "The Cross in the Land of the Trident,"
and " Effective \Vorkers in "N'eedy Fields,"
one class being led by Miss Elizabeth Phil·
lips, chairman of the missionary committee,
the other by the general secretary. The sub
jects presented for study are teeming with
interest.
One of our special needs is an
enlargment of the constituency.

A pleasing social event of the association
took place at Starkweather Hall on Thanks
giving between the hours of five and eight.
The hall was in holiday attire when a number
of the college girls and several of the gentle
men gathered to have an enjoyahle eYening.
After an hour pleasantly spent in playing
games, and singing, refreshments were served,
after which a short program was rendered.
The musical numbers by the �1isses Benedict
and Halliday were excellent features of the
evening. 11iss Eagle' s readings were fine
renditions, and enjoyed by all. The pro·
gram concluded by the singing of " Blest be
the Tie that Binds , " after which the guests
departed, voting the party a success.

Several of our Y. \V. C. A. girls graduate
this quarter. \Ve shall miss them much, but
we feel that there is before them an open door
of opportunity. Our prayer for them is that
as Christian young women they may never
lose their poise, but that they may know the
beauty of the mystery, ' " For me to live is
Christ. • •
The first quarter' s work of the college year
is almost at an end. This is a good time for
every individual to put to herself the last test
of the quarter, and ponder the questions,
" Have I improved the opportunities which
have presented themselves? Have I availed
myself of the privileges which were mine?"
" If not, why not?" " Am I very much in
eanzest?" Dear girls, if we find ourselves
falling below in this test, shall we not enter
upon the work of the new quarter with a new
zeal. There is room for ardent, sincere
enthusiasm in our work. The word enthusiasm
is taken from a Greek root meaning, " God
within . " What more thorough -going enthu·
siast should we find than the association
girl.
GIRLS' SOCIAL LEAGUE

At the meeting of the Girls' Social League,
held in Normal Hall, \Vednesday, November
5 , Miss King and Miss Phelps were elected as
faculty members to fill the vacancies upon the
Executive Board, and the Misses Anna Garn·
bell and Jessie Hare as Junior members.
The organization now has a membership of
four hundred.
Fraternities

SIGMA Nl: PIII

::Vfiss Edna Barlow charmingly entertained
the girls of the Sigma ::'\u Phi at a six o'clock
dinner, at her home on Summit St, , Friday,
NoYember 28.

The newly pledged members are: Mabel
Falconer, Louise Patterson, Bessie O'Cluire,
Margaret Blessing, Lena Bostwick, and Marie
Brocway.
Miss Pearl Brems spent Thanksgiving at
home, to the delight of her many friends.
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ZETA PHI

The Zeta Phi Sorority gave their annual hop
at the gymnasium. Xoveruber 14. The deco
rations were principally screens and potted
plants. Messrs. Whitmire and Buell furnished
the music for the occasion. About one hun
dred fifty guests were present. The guests
of honor were Pres. Jones, :\1r. and Mrs.
Lym.an, Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, and the Misses
Wise, Boardman, and Plunkett.

The fifth annual initiation of the Sorority
occurred at St. Luke's House, Saturday even
ing, November fifteenth. The guests of honor
were Mrs. Ida Maier ConkFn, :.\frs. Laura
Jenness VanTuyl, :\!rs. I,ouise Clark Kimball,
Miss Eileen Root, Miss Pina LaRowe, Miss
Kate Plunkett, Miss Helen Albertson, Miss
Ellen Frank and Miss Co;a Ballon .
The initiates were Misses Charlotte M .
King, Allura Louesa Rudd, Clarissa Grace
Frank, Leila Betsy Arnold, and Alice Pearl
Lilley.
After the initiation a simple banquet was
served to the twenty -two members. The table
was prettily decorated with violets.
Miss Plunkett acted as toastmistress. The
toasts were as follows : Alma Mater, Miss
Albertson ; Brides and Brothers, :\liss Ballou ;
Symbols, Mrs. Conklin ; Interrogations , Miss
Horner ; Zeta Phi, Miss Walton.
Miss Walton is spending two weeks in the
East, visiting libraries.
ALPHA SIGMA TAU

Miss Harriett Marx of Port Huron, spent
Thanksgiving vacation with Miss Mabelle
Pitts.

The members of the sorority with a few of
their friends were very pleasantly entertained
on the evening of November 20, by Miss
Norton, at her home on Pearl �t.
Miss Adriance Rice, a former student and
member of the Alpha Sigma Tau, spent
Thanksgiving and the following week in the
city. The sorority entertained in her honor,
at the Ladies' Library, on the evening of
December 5.

KAPP! PSI

The fol�owing are pledged to the Kappi
Psi :-Miss Edith Oliff, Miss Mary Whalien,
Miss Amy Whalien.
Miss Emma Elliott, who is teaching at
Coldwater, spent Thanksgiving at her home
in Ypsilanti.
Miss Caroline Fisher, who is now studying
at the University School of Music, Ann
Arbor, spent Saturday with the Kappi Psi
girls.
PHI KAPPA SIG:lfA

Mrs. Burton charmingly entertained the
sorority and a number of guests at the beauti
ful home of her sister, Mrs. Todd, on Forest
Avenue, Saturday afternoon, November 2 2 ,
from two until five. Prof. King and Miss
Norton were guests of honor. \Vhile the busy
fingers of the sisters plied their needles
fashioning Christmas favors, Prof. King
charmed her listeners with tbe reading of the
quaint little story ' 'The Provence Rose. ' '
Mrs. Burton and Miss Lowden furnished
delightful music. A delicious luncheon was
serYed by :.1esdames Todd and Burton, assist
ed by Miss Kate Thompson and petite Flo
Todd.
The sorority has welcomed four new sisters,
the Misses Marion Pratt of Traverse City,
Christine Lowers of Grand Rapids, and Alberta
VanCamp and Fanny Hopkins, teachers in
the Benton Harbor schools, who are here for
a year's work. The young ladies were initiat
ed with appropriate ceremonies, after which an
hour of s"ocial pleasure followed at the cosy
little home of Mrs. Lena Mellenchamp.
The M isses Irene Callow of Pontiac, Lucy
Brown of Traverse City, and Eli1.abeth Hunt
ington of Jackson, are pledged, and bravely
obeying the behests of the sisters in prepara
tion for the vows to be taken.
The following absent members have recently
visited old friends, Louise Petit, Edith Todd,
and Edith Garrison.
The Misses Kate Thompson, Edna Skinner
and Stella Baker spent Thanksgiving at home.
Miss Myra Bird arrives home this week
from her trip abroad.
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is a kind and degree of vitality i n them not
found elsewhere.
4. He would develop the moral and spirit
ual side of his nature. Following the Golden
Rule, he would find real health in living for
other people.
5. Then, after finishing his cour�e, in his
first term of school he would get acquainted
with his community. Ile would make his
school the social center. Without appearing
presumptuous he would endeavor to become
a leader, socially as well as otherwise. He
would make his school the livest school in the
state.
Then when life was ended he might be
worthy of the " Well done , " by the Judge of
judges.
Thoughts from the chapel talk of November
26, by President Jones :
Great ideals always precede great achieve
ments.
Character must stand back of the accom plishment of great deeds.
In order to stir our imagination to nobler
and higher ideals we must see beautiful things,
and broaden our experiences.
Let us honor our profession and be ready to
die for it if necessary.
President Jones' chapel talk of December 3,
was a fitting preparation for the announcement
of the Students' Meeting to be held December
1 2 . The talk is printed in full in this issue.

At the chapel exercises of November 19, the
students were addressed by the Principals of
the two other Normal Schools oi Michigan.
Principal Grawn of Mt. Pleasant, in a short
address, outlined in general the duties of a
teacher. He said :
"A Normal is an organization instituted and
maintained by the people in their corporate
capacity, for the purpose of training young
people to train the youth of the land.
' ' What are some of the best things that we
can do for the pupils, in order that they may
leave us realizing high ideals of life and ser
vice ? ' '
1. That teachers in our public schools
surround the boys and girls with the best
physical environment.
2 . One best thing is to know every child
of the school individually.
3. Teachers should be responsible in the
development of those habits that underlie
character. These habits are : Cleanliness,
punctuality, neatness, obedience, purpose,
courtesy, attention, usefulness.
4. The teacher should as early as possible
in the child's life acquaint him with the mstru 
mental studies, which are reading, writing,
arithmetic and language.
When we as teachers do this we shall do for
the state what it needs of us.
Principal Waldo of Marquette, by means of
GEOGRAPHY
a bright and happy introduction, gained the
Students who need the course in Teachers'
attention of his audience so that all were eager
to bear the excellent advice he gave us. Geography in order to finish their work in
June should elect it in the winter, since the
These are a few of the things Principal Waldo
would do were he to take bis college work class will have but two divisions in Spring,
limited each to 50 students. The winter class
agam :
will have three divisions as usual, reciting at
1 . He would take good care of his health; 9 to 10, 10 to 1 1 , and 1 1 to 1 2 .
obtain as good room and board as possible ;
A limited class i p Field Geography will be
avail himself of every opportunity for physi formed in the Spring Term : four afternoons
cal development.
a week, from 2 to 4.
2 . If he had not a love for Nature he would
MARK S. W. J:&:FFRRSON
strive by every means to obtain it.
The last number of the Colle.re Index is
3. He would cultivate a love for the fine devoted entirely to athletics, and is breezy
arts-music, literature and pictorial art. There with college spirit.

The Sf. Mary's Chimes is keeping up its
high standard of literary excellence. We are
glad to note the addition of a well written
exchange column in the >fovember number.

Some of the contributors to the magazines
seem to have no feeling for the mother tongue.
What can be more provoking than to meet
such expressions as the following :
' 'The anthem from the river/els is heard
and our beings are filled with a rhythm before
unknown. ' '
"Her great brown eyes were dripping,
dripping dainty music in my ears. "
Mirabile dictu ! And what did the dear
creature do next?

One of the very best high school txchanges
we have received is the Nugget from Helena
Montana. It is indeed "such a paper as might
without hesitation be sent to any of the edu
cational institutions in the country . ' '

A new exchange w e are well pleased to
receive is the !Va bash , an illustrated magazine
published monthly by the seniors of Wabash
Every
college, Crawfordville, Indiana.
department is well filled and commendably
written.
NOW THE UNIVF.RSAI, HAlllT

I saw her go shopping in stylish attire ;
And she felt
Of her belt
At the bii.ck.
Her walk was as free as a springy steel wire,
And many a n,bberneck �urned to admire,
As she felt
Of her belt
At the back.

She wondered if all the contraptions back there
\Vere fastened just right-' twas unceasing care,
So she felt
Of her belt
At the back.
I saw her at church as she entered her pew ;
And she felt
Of her belt
At the back.
She bad on a skirt that was mstly and new
And didn't quite know what the fastenings
might do,
So she felt
Of her belt
At the back.
She fidgeted round while the first prayer was
said,
She fumbled about while the first hymn was
readO she felt
Of her belt
At the back.
Jack told her one night that he loved her like
mad ;
And she felt
For her belt
At the back.
She didn' t look sorry, she didn't look glad
Shc looked like she thought, "well that wasn't
so bad."
And she felt
For her belt
At the hack.
But-well, I don't think 'twas a great deal of
harm,
For what should the maiden have found but
an arm,
When she felt
For her belt
At the back.
- S. i-v. c;illiam, Los ,Jngeles !Iera/d
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[) R ij Q S T O " E
FOR 'l'Blt DllST OF EVURYTHING IN

DRUGS, PERFUMES, and
TOILET ARTICLES
Leadlnc Pre.crlptlon Store of the City

The

J 12 Congress St.

Duane Spalsbury

Foot
Ease.

eur New Shoe
Department

SEE
THAT THIS

TRAOE MARK
IS BRANDE D
ON EVERY
SHOE.

Welted Sole.
Extension Edge.
Low Heel.
Broad Shapely
Toe.
Exact Reproduction ol Iha Style Shoe.

E. R. B E A L
DRUGGIST
224 Congress Street
Opera House Block

Has many attractive
bargains in up-to-date
Ladies' and Gent�'
Foot wear. Our line of
Queen Quality Shoes
for ladies will p]e(lse
you ; we also have a
good assortment of
Gym. Footwear.
We are headquarters
for Lamps, China and
Bazaar Goods.

C. D. O'Connor &. Co.
Sc and lOc store

New

and Second
I
Hand
Normal Books

Help Ooe Aootbn
M r. I\ �-tarnacl<, one of your
fellow students, is agent for
the While Laundry. Patron
ize him and help 0'1e of your
number along. t-le collects
and delivers.

The White Laundry,
B, L. Hayden. 17rop

Wlatcbes

ll>tamon�s

®pcra Glasses

<tloclts

Sterltno Stll'er

<tut Glass

1eatber GooM

Gilt Enamel 'Ulllare

You are requested to inspect our line of
Holiday Goods.

frank $bowerman
3- e w e l e r
l?epal.rtng

Engra\?lng

SPAL'Dl'JV..G'S Foot 1Jall SuppJie1
Arc uni•ersally uaed because an:,thln,r bearina- the
81>aldin11r trade-mark la rccoirnizcd u the beat made.
S,aldm1"i OHidal Inllrc,,llttiall 1'001 1Jall la u1ed by c.-cry
Jeadin11r lcnm tbroul'bout tlle country and mu1t be U8"
ill all championship ,ramcs.
Spald·n1 s Ntlu Attachmtnt for Foot 1Jall 'Iacl,lint hacl,Jw
wa• im·cntcd byMr.Jobn HcMaaters, trainer oftbe H..
ward team, and used by themlaat 1caaon. It i• the but
IIJ)pliat cc of its kind,
11,aldi I''& Official Poot Ball Guide. Prtce 10 CIIIIIII
Calaloz,u ol Foll tlM Wi"'er S;oru sent l,w

A. O. &P.ALDING O BllOS.
... Y• rlt

Chlcaao

Daffi"

Baltimore

BulfaJo

"The Boys' Store"
la a Dry Goods Store at l«n Congreaa
an II Haro• Stl., Ypsilanti . People
call it the Boys• Store and they will
tell you that it is a reliable place t•
buy D R Y O O O D S.
We should like to hue all the atudnts
prove the fact for themselves.

DAVIS & KISHLAR.

ADVER'l'l!-1\;\IICI\TS

e,cct�ental lbotel . . •

!c �IVERY & TRJINSPP.R

Meal Tickets, 2 1 m�als $6.00

ee.

Well/all, Son & White, Propr's

Day bo&.rd $5.00 per week.
BANQUE.TS and .!UPPERS a. Specialty

WOMA�'S EXCHANGE
Occhlcntal Block

MONS H

OPEN ALL NIOIIT

Home Bakinll', Caterioi:- and Orders for Soppcn and
Spreads n Specialty.
Art. Fancy Good• and Toilet

Preparation•

TBLBPHO.. 216

41)n. <tarric Jlrott, .ll)anaocr

15 Cllftd 17 South Woshinrton St.

A. W. Elliott

YPSILANTI, MICH.

STUDENTS • • •

,
..Dealer In...

Buy Your Flowers Where
You Can Have Them Fresh

WOOD, COAL, COKE ood CHARCOAL

I have a good

Phou 277-2 R..

117 Conerus St.

,II,

supply at all

times
lWorau,I

U. of M, Pillow•

Pillow•

'Jtfisses '.11.

......___� Charles F.
Krzysske

f!r E. Simpson

State 'Phone 26
20S S. Washln_.ton St.

HLA.1)Qm:J11.Tl!.fl.S W11. 'J'IILLJNZ11.Y A.ND ntNCY
0001)$

J. CLARK • • •

18-40

IHI

ctbas. 1ktno a cto.
GRf>eBRS
f),al1n in flortland andZ-i1Wll1 Cemm,.

Caki!Jld Plalur. and Plalurin1 Ha

Yrutts
IOI ..•INN 8t.

1 1 1 Congress St.

John G. Lam�

.ADVBR'l'ISIU.UtNTS

Flowers . .

Cleanln1 Dy•ln8
aDd l\.ep .. lrlDI

P ..nts Pre •••d 1 Oo
Sulta Pre•••d 500

e •

GOOD!! CALLED P'01'. AND D&LIVZ:.ll&D

Choice

F. J. Miller

Cut
Flowers

JI

Norton's Greenhouse

e.

Lowell Street

P.

JI TAILOR �

II

0Ter JenJla' !lheo Store
Cor. Huren end Cen1rHO
Ladles' 51\lrta Cleaned and Preooed
8ATI.9FACTION OUARANTE.Z:.D 4

BNOBRS' 1\RT STeRB

See my stock of Frames, Matting and Mountin� Boarda, Racks, Penny Pictures for School work,
Charcoal Paper and Charcoal, Water Color Paper and Water Colors ; all kinds of Artists' ma
terials, Stationery, Tablets and fine Box Paper. Our Sc Envelope, are extra good.

We would like to sell you a Lucky Clln'e Fountain Pen. It writea 12,000 words with one filling
If you want pen peace, nse a Parker Pen. Warranted perfect or no ule. When you are buyini!
presents, see what you can get at our store.

�30 eongress

t.

•

•

•

•

YPSI' ANTI, Mien.

ADVltRTIS�MltNTS

Beranek � Arnet
'Fine

Custom

Tailors

'flo matter wbat l?OUt wants
are tn aroalts or Srttrts we can

will be pJeaaed to ahow 7ou the

Largest Line of Domestic and
Imported Woolen Goods
in the City.
Ill

JI

Over U. S. Expreas Office

The Old kellable

5TUDEN-r·s

II

II

Rates $2.00

s�vuy Club

please l?OU

,,,

STUDENTS

JS·J7 Huron Strut, ntxl to Po,r Offret

No, 1 55

F I R S T NAT I O N A L B A N K
Capital S7S,OOO.OO
Surplus and Undivided Profit• $86,000
J. C, DeMosh

o. B. Dertosll

De MOSH & SON

mfcbfgan No. 3 Congress St.

•

•

Don't forget the familiar old
store, The Bazarette.

:

HACK, LIVE�Y and
FEED .ST,<\BLB • •

$t9

• •

:

....

}Qpstlantt Sa\'>f ngs lSank

lt)paflantt,

: :

YPSILANTI, MICHICAN

One Block East of lorma:

¢otnct aongrcss ant> 'l)uron

: :

Beall, Comstock � Co.

415 Perrin Street

Strict� First-Class Board

:

We

carry in stock or will order
whatever you wish.

The Ba.zarette

Phone 84

Ypsilanti

E. D. MAYBE,E,
'JV.ormal 'Drayman
'R.eady

on

Phone 328-ZR

Short

'N,otia

416 Browe• St

Al)V hR'l'IS!l.illll:Nl'S

IP IN DOUBT AS

TO

WHETHER

F RA N K A R M S'

Home Bakery.

�

Ar• alwln& you good serTlce,

_ .,e Graduate Optician and Refractionist

Hing Lee
CHINESE

LAUNDRY
f>pposlte Box Pactory
1111 5"earl Street

Dewey Cafe
Regular Meals and Lunches on short order
Open day and night
16 N. Washington Slreet
Phone 232

ANNIE E.

Now in position to furnish
you with the best of every•
thing in my line. • . •

••II

H E G L U N D

CORBEIL, Prop.

�

316 NORTH HURON STREET
Phone 128

H. F A IRCHILD
City M e at M arket
PRO,.RIETOR OF

Dt.ALER IN

SA LT. F R E S H A N D SMOKED M EATS,
POUL TRY. GAME A N D F I S H

Special Attention Given to Students' Trade.
NO. 14 HURON ST.

COME IN, FELLOWS I I
We are located opposite the Hawkins
House, at tbe Old Stand. You are alway11
welcome. Our place has long been the

Headquarters for Students

• ••

The finest Three-Chair Shop in the City.
Shampooing and Hair Dressing a
. ,
Specialty.·.

Spreads and Catering

Keusch & Shephard

Stu�ents' 1beabquarters
FOR
IS strictly first-class in all its appointments. Twch e
courses of study ; students assisted to good positions
u they become qualified. Call or write for catalog.
P . R. CLEARY, President

, g�����ttoner}]
� Ubotce crant)t cs
Ubotce l3ox cranMes t
®}]sters tu S e a s o n

GO JO

l o b n 1S r f c b e t t o
1 5 1'uron 5t., lJpsllantt

\DVERTISEi\IENTS

ant and
ur
ta
es
'R
I
E
V
IE
R
Q
t1
J7
E
J QJ
Lunch 'l{oom
Open all night
The finest little dining roorn in
town.
Parties served on short notice.
Opposite 1),, Y., !:,J. �- fr ]. Waitint floo•
f'lrat Cla.s.s Chef In char1•

40 E ems St.

Cor. Adams and C<'ng1m

•

S t udents Go T-,

BOYCE, Tbe T�ilor

CEor. Washington and eongress Sts.
Up Stair!!
# CALL AT #

WALLACE & CLARKE'S

Fred Hixson,

Proprietor

PLBHH & PGUSTUS
ao7 congrass street
Spoolalty of

H�Mf �l��GHl[R[D M[�lS
Ypsilanti

Phone 40

JOHN VAN FOSSEN
:OT!IJSTTXST,

Off1c:e over Densmort's Clothinf Store
Comer Conrru· and Wuhiorton
�cTepbone at 'llouM

NORMAL STUDENTS
We shall endeavor to merit
your patronage as in the past

Do You Want to Rent a Piano ?
Are you about to purchase a Mandolin or Guitar ?
We have 500 of them on selection. Mouthly
payments at no advance in price.

For all Kinds of

FURNITURE,

Ann Arbor Music Co.

2G9-2J J E, Washington S• .

Ann Arbor

Michigan State Nor mal eollege

Gymnasium

Tratnln1 Sc:hool
·r 11

-- ----I

Main 8ulldln11

Starkweather Hall

PIVE eeORSES A RB

f>P�EREO

A Preparatory (,econd !l'rade certificate) course-one year.
!2 A Pive Year Certificate Course-·t '1ree years.
a A Life Certificate Course-four years.
II A Life Certificate Course (for H. S. Graduates)- two years.
5 A Deen,e courae (for H. S. Graduates)-four years.

eonaervatory

FXPEN�B� ARE M�OPRA T E
The registration fee Is SJ.00 P<'r tenu ; f9.00 per year. Board
may b� had for $1 75 Lo $3.00 pet week. Room rent for 50c to
fl.OO each.
Thrtt hundrtd graduate� nnd und,•rgraduates. go into the
schov's of the state annually. .as teachers. from the kinde[11art
en th: ou..:h the hti:h school.
For lilt Year !look or furll1<'r inform,,iion send to
L. H. Jones, Prea , Ypallantl, Mich,
Or tc, the Clerk of the Norwal Colle!l'C-,

-··•.u·-"'!.91--..----------r-=--------·l·--' Students
I can pleai,�e ��OJ'I

'·

Medal awar,dcd at !3taf!e
and N atioaal Comren·
tions, '98, for pos:ing,
lighting and grou ;i:ini�.
I sell Am :Lteurs' Su�
plies, Kodaks, P:.atci,,
Paper, Cards and all
Chemicals. Finfab.ui�
for the trad,�.

WA :t''E �!..J'JAN
Photogrt1.p.her

...

W'ateftllu'• •••••· 11,H to e1.1c1
:Pullor'• N•w .Jolntl•••· fa to f4
.,.,.u••u ... ..�.,•. ,1.00

.t.U Ou••-••••

-

C. W. 'l{ogers &· Co.
fJOOKS

ul' Co11,ru1 St.

fJ1{U(JS
'f,,11.a"ti

l---------··---1_..._____________-!

("---------·---

<JV._OJ7tta/

1Jook

Fountain
Pens
and
Finest
Stationer')l·
ln the city
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Sto,·
___________
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Call and
Examine
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